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Introduc(on: problem context
– Europeana and many other projects aggregate
collec(ons from libraries, archives and museums
– Collec(on items come with metadata,
oIen using terms from a pre‐deﬁned set of terms
– These term sets we call vocabularies
• or authority ﬁles, thesauri, ontologies, …

– How are terms related across vocabularies?
– A set of such rela(ons is a vocabulary alignment
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Added value (?)
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Alignment issues
• When is similar suﬃciently similar?
– concepts can be similar along many dimensions,
but diﬀer on others
– answer depends on the task, user, data, …

• some(mes other rela(ons are needed
– exact, close, related, narrow, broad
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Example: AAT to WordNet
• aat:restorer
altLabels: restaurateur (fr), Restaurator (de) , hersteller (nl), ...
scopeNote: Those engaged in making changes to an object or
structure so that it will closely approximate its state at a speciﬁc (me
in its history. (...)
When changes made are to prevent further deteriora(on, see
"preserva(onists." More generally, for those who undertake
treatment, preven(ve care, and research directed toward long‐term
safekeeping of cultural and natural heritage, see "conservators."

• wn:restorer

synonyms: reﬁnisher, renovator, restorer, preserver
gloss: a skilled worker who is employed to restore or reﬁnish
buildings or an(que furniture.
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... and that × 100.000 
• and we need to be able to trust the results
• or at least know why we cannot trust them
• but our vocabularies tend to be too large to do
alignment without any automa(on
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Alignment is indeed hard
• In our domain, automa(c tools tend to
perform bad on virtually all datasets
that diﬀer from those used for tes(ng
• The “Anna Karenina‐problem”:
– “Happy alignments are all alike;
every unhappy alignment is
unhappy in its own way”
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Observa(ons
• Current systems are complex
reasoning engines that combine
mul(ple strategies in some “smart” way
• This “smartness” has major drawbacks:
– hard to predict if it will work for your data
– hard to explain results aIerwards:
what went wrong, why & how to ﬁx it
– does not scale on large vocabularies
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Let’s try something radically diﬀerent
• Do not even try to make the tool smart
–
–
–
–

only use simple atomic matching components
each has F‐measure << state of the art
is very fast and scalable
with predictable and understandable results

• but empower domain experts
results improve by interac(ve itera(on loop:
– try most promising component(s)
– analyze the results
– decide on next step:
• discard results from last ajempt
• reﬁne current results to improve precision
• look for more results to improve recall
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Sketch of example use case 1:
GTAA subjects  Cornejo
• Preliminary work: vocabulary analysis
– many homonyms in Cornejo: spells trouble
– mainly nouns, some verbs in GTAA: this might be
useful
– plural versus singular labels: stemming might help (?)
– pref/alt labels in GTAA: alt labels too noisy (?)

• First itera(on loop:
– try1 nouns with(out) stemming, with(out) alt labels
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Try1
10

Analyze1
Method

Total

Exact, prefLabel

1,190

Exact, alt + pref

1,319

Stemmed, prefLabel

2,493

Stemmed, alt + pref

2,725

Increasing as
expected
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Sketch of example use case 1:
GTAA subjects  Cornejo
• Preliminary work: vocabulary analysis
– many homonyms in Cornejo: spells trouble
– mainly nouns, some verbs in GTAA: this might be
useful
– plural versus singular labels: stemming might help (?)
– pref/alt labels in GTAA: alt labels too noisy (?)

• First itera(on loop:
– try1 nouns with(out) stemming, with(out) alt labels
– analyze1 all 4 results sets aIer splirng on arity
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Analyze1
Method

Total

n to 1

n to m

Exact, prefLabel

1,190

880

310

Exact, alt + pref

1,319

829

490

Stemmed, prefLabel

2,493

1,785

708

Stemmed, alt + pref

2,725

1,655

1070

Sample shows four types of ambiguity:
1.
2.
3.
4.

One target broader then other
as
Targets areIncreasing
siblingshere
we have
expected
Targets are true
homonyms
another Anna
Targets closely related
Karenina 

is this extra
ambiguity
good or bad?

E.g. beekeeping & honey combs
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Sketch of example use case 1:
GTAA subjects  Cornejo
• Preliminary work: vocabulary analysis
–
–
–
–

many homonyms in Cornejo: spells trouble
mainly nouns, some verbs in GTAA: this might be useful
plural versus singular labels: stemming might help (?)
pref/alt labels in GTAA: alt labels too noisy (?)

• First itera(on loop:
– try1 nouns with(out) stemming, with(out) alt labels
– analyze1 all 4 results sets aIer splirng on arity
– decide1 to
• reﬁne ambiguous noun results
• try match on verbs to improve recall
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Decide1
• Keep unambiguous noun matches (R1)
• Improve precision of amb. matches by
• loop 2: prefer matches to broader (R2) over narrower
• loop 3: accept all sibling matches (R3)
• loop 4,5,6: select alterna(ves with most
matching parents/children (R4, R5, R6)

• Improve recall by matching leIovers to verbs (loop 7)
– try7: exact label match
– analyze7: select unambiguous, inspect
– decide7:

• manually evaluate all ambiguous verb matches (R7)
• and evaluate unambiguous too (R8)
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Overall results use case 1
• 8 dis(nct sets of “approved” correspondences
– Covering 2275 (58%) of all GTAA subjects
– we know for each set how we created & analyzed them
and why we trust them (or not)
– strategy build interac(vely made explicit;
saved with the alignment data (in RDF)
• allowing “replay” to replicate alignment later

– provenance of strategy’s execu(on also made explicit
• deﬁning for each data set: soIware version used, who executed it,
when, how, and on which other datasets it depends (OPM)

– all results available as Linked Open Data
• see URL below
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Other use cases
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

WordNet 3.0 to WordNet 2.0 (see paper)
Amsterdam Museum to AAT/ULAN/GeoNames
FAO AGROVOC to GEMET
PICA to AAT
UNESCO to RAMEAU
Enrichment Europeana LOD dataset
….
All done by members of our lab… 
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Can domain experts really do this?
• turn “Anna Karenina” into a feature: experts
are proud to exploit the unique features of
their vocabularies
• get buy in: they created it, not the machine
– learn by trying
• cheap, low entrance threshold

• Currently developing and tes(ng interac(ve
tool (open source)
– stay tuned!
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Can you really do this?
• turn “Anna Karenina” into a feature: experts
are proud to exploit the unique features of
their vocabularies
• get buy in: they created it, not the machine
– learn by trying
• cheap, low entrance threshold

• Currently developing and tes(ng interac(ve
tool (open source)
– let’s try it now!
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Take home message
1. In our domain, eﬃcient & eﬀec(ve alignment
strategies can be built semi‐automa(cally out
of a limited set of very simple building blocks
(this paper)
2. Domain experts can build these strategies
themselves using an interac(ve tool
(next user study)
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